HOW DO I FIND
OUT MORE?
If you’d like to know more, or
enquire about sending a team from
your church or organisation, please
contact our TEN TEAMS office at:
e: info@ten-uk.org
t: +44 (0)117 961 5161
You can also read more about TEN TEAMS at:
ten-uk.org/short-term-mission

MORE ABOUT TEN...
Transform Europe Network (TEN) is the name and the vision,
and we have an unashamedly positive attitude to Europe!
We believe God loves the continent, and that UK Christians
have a responsibility to demonstrate this. So for 50 years we
have helped Christians across Europe as they follow their Godgiven visions to plant churches, show compassion, and get involved
in global issues such as anti-trafficking operations—all in their local
communities. We also introduced Billy Graham and The Alpha Course
to Eastern Europe!
Today we operate in 15 countries across 80 projects, and our TEN TEAMS
bring an essential cutting edge to the comprehensive mission God has
called us to.
To find out more just head to: ten-uk.org
Transform Europe Network is the operating name for Eurovangelism, registered
charity no. 1140592 and Company limited by guarantee no. 7507682.

THE AVERAGE PERSON 
LIVES FOR 3,900 WEEKS.
SO WHAT ABOUT SPENDING
ONE OF YOURS TO CHANGE
THE WORLD?

TEN TEAMS.
TRANSFORMING THE WORLD
ONE LIFE AT A TIME.

THE EXCITING SHORT-TERM MISSION TEAMS THAT
ARE CHANGING THE FACE OF EUROPE TODAY!
WHAT DO TEN TEAMS DO?
Typically a TEN TEAM will have a programme that includes
the work they set out to do (filling a specific need in the
community they are visiting) as well as free time to enjoy
a new culture. As TEN engages in a wide spectrum
of activities, the work can involve Compassion,
Evangelism, Church Planting and Education.
Whether running a children’s club in a shanty
town or a building project in a remote village,
TEN TEAMS leave a lasting impression on all
involved. TEN TEAMS are always a bespoke
arrangement, matched to fit both their
abilities as well as the needs of those at
the destination country, and this helps
ensure that they are a success for
everyone involved.

CAN I JOIN A GROUP BY
MYSELF OR SHOULD I PLAN
TO GO WITH MY CHURCH OR
ORGANISATION?
Although we can sometimes place individuals, the
majority of TEN TEAMS are formed from a church or
organisation. This helps them work well together, achieve
their aims, and process things together afterwards. It also
gets the wider group back home excited about mission as
the returning team share their experiences.

HOW LONG DO THEY RUN
FOR AND WHERE DO
THEY GO?
TEN TEAMS typically run for 5–10 days
including travel, and in the warmer
months of the year—usually between
March and October.
Because TEN works exclusively in Europe
the costs are very low and there is a
huge amount of choice. Currently we
operate in 15 different countries, and it’s
likely you’d head to a country you might
otherwise never visit.

HOW MUCH WORK IS INVOLVED IN
ORGANISING A TEAM?
Not as much as you might think! We have a lot of experience in helping
you plan, and typically we recommend you start doing so at least nine
months before going. We also provide team training before you go and a
debrief on your return, helping you maximise the experience for everyone.
The key thing is to find a leader who doesn’t mind a bit of organising, and
who everyone will listen to!

OK, I LIKE THE SOUND OF THIS, BUT IT’S GOING TO
COST THOUSANDS OF POUNDS ISN’T IT?
No! Changing the world doesn’t have to cost the earth. The average week long
experience is about £600 per person including flight, accommodation and food.
That’s because we don’t make any profit from TEN TEAMS. We run the teams to
serve the people we care for.

